
Engineers sometimes get a bad rap for their presentation skills. Picture an 
engineer, his back to the audience, reading cluttered slides word for word, 
somewhat oblivious to the audience’s level of engagement and 
understanding. Or a young engineer eager to explain his ideas and gain 
consensus but unable to keep his audience interested. Opportunities to 
inform and inspire are wasted. So is a company’s money. 

Engineers often do not recognize the need to become exceptional speakers. 
They don’t believe they can deliver technical material in engaging and 
memorable ways. 

The good news is that all it takes for an engineer or anyone to become a 
great speaker is to learn simple strategies and tips and apply them. Dave Hill 
should know—as an engineer of 30 years, he has conveyed complicated 
information to tough audiences. The strategies, tips and advice you’ll get in 
this program come from years of research into what does and does not work.
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Re-Engineer Your
Presentations Turn data into visual information

Engage your audience immediately
Reduce presentation development time by over 50%
Deliver information audiences grasp
Convince people to agree and act
Using stories to clarify your points
Paint verbal pictures
Develop e�ective slides

P R O G R A M  B E N E F I T S

Design content so that audiences can grasp it quickly & retain it?

Learn what works and what fails?

Become the sought after presenter who engages and entertains?

Have you ever considered you could:

Dave was a World Championship of Public 
Speaking Finalist in 2004 (1 of 10 out of 20,000
contestants).

He has worked with engineers and other 
technical people for 30 years and understands 
the unique challenges they face while 
presenting complex data.

KEYNOTE, SEMINAR AND WORKSHOP OVERVIEW 

Deliver Clear, Concise, and Engaging
Presentations in Half the Usual Time


